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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Amid heightened concern about the future of regulatory-capital requirements, economic-capital modeling and its application are enjoying a renaissance in the post-crisis banking world. This trend is driven by three factors:

(i) The crisis has fostered a renewed appreciation by both banks and regulators of the need for standard economic-risk measures informed by internal data.

(ii) Institutions perceive a heightened need for performance-tracking and pricing tools that incorporate an economic cost of risk.

(iii) Changes in the culture of financial institutions, as well as new developments in data architecture and modeling, are removing practical obstacles that hindered earlier efforts.

Our discussions with 11 banks around the world provide ample evidence of this resurgence. These discussions also revealed that the typical bank uses risk-adjusted return on capital (RAROC) in a backward-looking manner and at the aggregate, not the transaction, level. This suggests that the adoption of return hurdles that capture the contribution of each business to the cost of capital, as well as the capital requirement, of an institution would constitute a major improvement in capital allocation, business-performance tracking, and risk management.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the wake of the global credit crisis, capital has become a scarce resource. Still reeling from the effect of important and unanticipated losses, a large number of banks are now struggling to conserve and manage capital. The impact on the banking system has been significant and immediate: many institutions have had no other choice but to reallocate or even reduce their portfolios.

Capital management is first and foremost driven by risk. Indeed, because risk can trigger losses that deplete their capital, banks must carefully consider the potential unexpected losses that are associated with each individual activity. Value maximization requires financing only businesses that are sufficiently profitable after their capital consumption is taken into account. It is therefore crucial that performance measurement adequately reflects this consumption.

In order to understand the current state of practice in the evaluation of risk-adjusted performance in the banking system, we recently surveyed a diverse group of 11 leading banks in North America, Europe, and the Asia-Pacific region. The purpose of this paper is to present the survey’s results.

These results show growing interest in risk-capital models. However, these models are at present mostly restricted to the evaluation of business units and other top-management decisions; they are not used to drive day-to-day business decisions. In particular, they are rarely explicitly used in the pricing or approval of individual transactions. Financial institutions have not yet fully taken advantage of the benefits of these techniques, and there is substantial room for improvement in the optimal allocation of constrained capital resources.
The paper proceeds as follows. The next section presents the motivations behind risk-capital modeling and explains its scope. Section III examines the granularity of capital allocation. Section IV discusses applications to transaction evaluation, pricing, and approval decisions. Section V considers the hurdle rates used in evaluating returns, and Section VI presents our conclusions.

II. WHY IS ECONOMIC CAPITAL IMPORTANT?

Two important metrics constitute the foundation of risk-capital models: RAROC and economic value added (EVA). RAROC expresses expected profit as a percentage of economic capital. The formulation of these two input variables is quite specific. The first variable, expected profit, takes expected loss into account. The second variable, economic capital, reflects the risk appetite of the institution or, in other words, the probability of failure that it is willing to accept. More specifically, economic capital is the bank’s best estimate of the capital required to absorb losses up to a chosen probability of failure.\(^1\) The mathematical expression for RAROC can be written as follows:

\[
\text{RAROC} = \frac{\text{Expected profit}}{\text{Economic capital}} = \frac{\text{Return – expected loss – expenses}}{\text{Economic capital}}
\]

EVA is a related concept. The difference between the two metrics is that RAROC, like any return, is a relative measure of the profitability of capital and is particularly useful to compare alternative investments or to determine whether a target rate has been met. EVA, on the other hand, is an absolute measure that provides the actual amount of profit an institution earns beyond the cost of its equity. Indeed, the “excess return” measured by RAROC above the cost of capital is EVA. Of the two metrics, RAROC appears to be the most widely used by survey respondents; however, EVA is a necessary complement or alternative to RAROC.

RAROC and EVA are not new. As early as the 1970s, pioneers such as Bankers Trust were using RAROC. By the 1990s, a fair number of banks were pursuing internal risk-capital models; however, most of these efforts were unsuccessful because companies lacked data, made use of an imperfect methodology, or faced other business pressures.

Although the challenges of implementation should clearly not be underestimated, when properly set up, these tools empower management to maximize the bank’s return on capital (subject to business and other constraints). Indeed, recent experience, for instance, in the area of mortgage loan pricing, suggests that some RAROC models may have been prematurely abandoned or their results ignored. An incomplete and rudimentary implementation is often the underlying cause of these issues.

The survey reveals that the vast majority of respondents use economic-capital models. However, they use them to varying degrees, as illustrated in Exhibit 1, with approximately half the respondents having an economic-capital model for the full bank.\(^2\) This indicates that the notion of economic capital is gaining acceptance in the banking industry. This is a significant development because, after an initial wave of implementation in the 1990s, economic capital fell out of favor. In addition to the requirements imposed by the Basel II framework (the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process of Pillar II), this resurgence is due to recent successes in addressing several issues that thwarted earlier efforts. In particular, four main problems needed to be solved.

---


\(^2\) Quantitative results from a survey of 11 respondents are not statistically representative, and as such, the detailed numbers are not shown. However, the height of the bars indicates the relative strength of each practice as uncovered by our discussions.
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First, the cultural gap between the “quants” who promote risk models and the skeptical business managers who use these models had to be bridged. Successful implementation requires that all levels of the organization support and accept these methods as an essential part of the bank’s modus operandi.

Second, the different data architectures for risk and return had to be reconciled. The resulting improvements in data consistency have allowed the development of more accurate, reliable, and informative models.

Third, sufficient data on the “tails” of loss distributions needed to be collected. Such data are generated by rare “stress” events and have now become much more available thanks to the recent crisis. In particular, these data provide better estimates of correlations between losses across different risk categories. This enables models to better predict how, for example, market-risk losses could coincide with credit- or operational-risk events.

Fourth, misleading shortcuts, such as the use of regulatory-capital requirements instead of a much more risk-sensitive variable, had to be rejected. It is also worth noting that banks now recognize the need for discipline in assigning capital charges during expansions as well as contractions of the credit cycle.

RAROC’s power comes from a few key characteristics. Banks can use RAROC to identify deals that may appear to generate great profit but have more than a commensurate capital requirement. This feature is crucial not only because it exposes seemingly profitable but excessively risky businesses, but also because it draws attention to businesses that offer high risk-adjusted returns despite perhaps deceptively low gross returns.

Another useful quality of RAROC is that it is forward-looking. This discourages short-term optimization of sales volume at the expense of large losses in the future. Finally, RAROC is exhaustive and flexible: all financial variables, such as revenue, cost, and capital, are taken into account and can be aggregated up to the business-unit or company level or refined to the level of individual branches, customers, or deals. This flexibility is only limited by the availability of data.

Exhibit 1

Banks use models of economic capital to varying degrees.

Responses from survey respondents

Consensus of sample supports the use of economic-capital modeling, although the breadth of coverage varies

Bank-wide economic-capital model

“An economic-capital model is used for products where regulatory capital is inadequate (such as structured products)”

Partial bank coverage

“Economic capital is limited for our new acquisitions because of data-compatibility problems”

No economic-capital model

“We do not yet have an economic-capital model, but some proponents are pushing it”

“Common sense” controls are in place; our skill is in ensuring that quantitative methods pass a business “sniff test”

“We have a global economic-capital framework that influences capital allocated to business units”

Consensus of sample supports the use of economic-capital modeling, although the breadth of coverage varies.
As mentioned above, about half of the respondents have implemented a bank-wide economic-capital model. Of the remaining banks, some face technical constraints to roll out economic capital into all their divisions; others calculate economic capital explicitly only for the most critical cases. For instance, in corporate lending, it is necessary to carefully evaluate each transaction because of the thin margins.

Therefore, our observations suggest that the current state of practice is widespread but rather incomplete use of economic capital in bank decision making. The primary role of economic capital is to track business-unit performance and ensure safety for bondholders. This approach reduces economic capital to its canonical function: providing a cushion to absorb losses. Within this context, a few sampled banks emphasize the use of economic capital as a better risk metric than regulatory-capital requirements.

However, more sophisticated applications, such as pricing commercial transactions, using risk-based strategic decision making, and conducting risk-based allocation of regulatory capital, as well as determining the optimal size of subportfolios, appear less prevalent in our sample. Exhibit 2 gives an overview of survey responses.

Exhibit 2
Institutions have incorporated economic capital in decision making.
Responses from survey respondents who hold economic capital, multiple answers per respondent

III. GRANULARITY OF ECONOMIC-CAPITAL ALLOCATION

In principle, a financial institution could allocate economic capital to every transaction; however, in practice, the granularity of allocation is limited by the precision of risk measurement. The quantification of risk must be consistent across the institution, its technical infrastructure, and its operational constraints. For instance, it may not be practical for the front line to communicate credit-card pricing on a case-by-case basis.

Our observations suggest that economic capital is often allocated at the business-unit level; more detailed applications are made selectively. For example, economic capital is allocated by desk in capital markets and
by business in private banking. A minority of institutions allocate capital by individual transaction for particular transaction types, especially large commercial loans. When evaluating client relationships, a number of institutions allocate economic capital by counterparty, and only a few players aggregate these results to the country level. Exhibit 3 summarizes these findings.

Exhibit 3

**Economic capital can be allocated at a number of levels.**

Responses from survey respondents who hold economic capital, multiple answers per respondent

In our view, the best practice is to allocate economic capital at the margin to distinct contributors of risk (such as product line or client relationship) and at a level of detail that is consistent with the precision of the measure. This allows the best possible pricing of risk and minimizes internal arbitrage opportunities that arise when riskier transactions are underpriced because they are bundled with safer ones.

In order to achieve this level of detail, the best models compute economic capital from the bottom up, incorporate every significant transaction, and explicitly allocate diversification benefits. Although measurement noise may be high for individual transactions, it should average out when aggregated to a business unit or a client segment.

However, when economic capital is allocated from the top down, the bank may experience a vicious circle in which the portfolio grows more and more in the very areas where risk is underestimated. This could leave the institution critically exposed to a particular risk scenario. Only a rigorous stress test would be able to detect such a scenario and trigger corrective actions through other levers such as portfolio limits.

At the product level, the industry will benefit from wider adoption of the practice of allocating economic capital to all desks and businesses but only to selected transactions, especially the larger ones in commercial lending and capital markets. Although it is difficult to price transactions correctly without such a detailed analysis of capital costs, only a minority of our survey respondents currently go this deep.
Banks will also find it useful to sort and track capital consumption by specific embedded market risks, such as the sensitivity to oil price or to exchange rates for the US dollar and Japanese yen. When borrowers are sensitive to market risks, it is increasingly important for institutions to integrate these risks with similar ones elsewhere in the organization (for instance, in flow trading). Exhibit 4 presents the different levels of granularity.

Additional insights can be gained by aggregating and identifying some risk concentrations: first, by sector (for example, automobiles, shoes, or commercial-real-estate developers) or client segment (for instance, subprime customers), and second, by region, especially for countries with unique regulatory environments (such as China, India, and Argentina).

As noted earlier, the possibility of developing correlation matrices across asset classes is a powerful feature of the economic-capital framework. These matrices allow companies to better estimate the marginal contribution of each type of risk to the overall risk profile. While this was not a core survey issue, a few institutions noted that the lack of a robust correlation matrix prevented bank-wide aggregation of the economic-capital model.

**IV. LINKING ECONOMIC CAPITAL TO PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT**

RAROC reflects the economic view of the marginal risks. It can be used ex post, to measure the risk-adjusted profitability of a business unit or segment. It can also be used ex ante, to set prices or make significant transaction decisions based on a minimum acceptable RAROC.

The discussion has thus far focused on the challenges in estimating and allocating economic capital, the denominator in RAROC’s formula; proper application of RAROC also requires care in estimating the numerator,

---

3 In the literature, semantic variants on RAROC have included RORAC (return on risk-adjusted capital) and RARORAC (risk-adjusted return on risk-adjusted capital); these are more or less equivalent.
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expected profit. For instance, during the credit bubble, returns were overestimated because current average losses were used in place of lifetime expected losses when computing expected profit. Average losses are usually low during periods of high growth in origination because new loans do not generate much loss. This experience illustrates how important it is to calibrate risk models that are based on expected loss in a forward-looking manner.

A specific and often underappreciated implication of this postulation is that calculation of RAROC will require different calibrations of a bank’s risk models (especially for the probability of default, or PD): while the capital model—in line with the requirements of Basel II/III and the objective of stable, not procyclical, capital requirements over time—should use PD estimates calculated “through the cycle,” expected-loss estimates used for the forward-looking estimation of return should ideally be based on forward-looking point-in-time estimates of PD. This philosophy is in contrast with today’s practice; many banks currently use just one type of calibration for all purposes.

Using RAROC as a key performance indicator

Executive compensation is a thorny issue because it is important for banks to reward performance and give employees the right incentives. Traditional metrics such as P&L performance or return on assets create perverse incentives to increase risk exposures, especially when the reward for good performance exceeds the penalty for bad.

RAROC normalizes financial performance by the amount of risk undertaken. Because of this, the best practice uses RAROC to evaluate performance at the same level of granularity with which economic capital can reliably be estimated. This system rewards decisions that generate the highest return over time. However, there are three important caveats.

First, given the above-mentioned limitations of economic-capital models, RAROC should not be used alone but as one important quantitative variable among more traditional ones. Decision-making processes that are based on multiple models tend to be more robust because noise is filtered out when information from different variables is pooled.

Second, the model should be accurate enough to avoid unfairly penalizing some businesses. Within the institution, managers must perceive the model as fair and credible. This requirement has strong implications both for the selected approach and the development process.

Third, risk managers must be vigilant and look carefully for hidden risk. For instance, they must ensure that volatility assumptions are always updated; they must be cautious when validating trading-asset marks via bids from institutions that have an incentive to keep these marks high; they must be wary of bets on basis risks that are not explicitly captured by the model.

In the subset of banks that use economic-capital models, the state of practice can be summarized as follows. A few do not use RAROC for performance evaluation at all; about half of the remaining banks only evaluate performance at the business-unit level, leaving more in-depth evaluations to business-unit leadership, while the rest have implemented a detailed model. In the latter group, some banks use RAROC to evaluate divisions within capital markets but not commercial or retail lending, while others use RAROC and other metrics to evaluate portfolios, subportfolios, and geographic risk. Exhibit 5 presents an overview of survey results.

The challenges of using RAROC for performance management follow a clear pattern: at more detailed levels of performance, methodological imperfections tend to become more pronounced, and the divergence between economic- and regulatory-capital requirements becomes more difficult to manage.
Using RAROC in pricing and transaction decisions

To the extent that economic capital can reliably be allocated to individual transactions, it should also be used to set minimum acceptable returns. This is usually the case for larger transactions. The best practice ensures that pricing reflects economic risk and transactions are rejected if the price does not meet a target RAROC. Exceptions should only be made for transactions that complement other, more profitable ones, or when properly identified model limitations cause results to be noisy or biased.

Complementarities are often claimed to justify pricing concessions, for instance, when fee business is bundled with considerable financing. Exceptions should be granted only if the bank can track and enforce these complementarities. In all other cases, the rule should be applied with the same discipline throughout the credit cycle. Indeed, banks must avoid the danger of countercyclical enforcement, when economic capital is used to price loans during credit contractions but ignored during expansions.

If RAROC is not implemented at least at the level of the business unit, it is possible that many transactions will destroy economic value. Exhibit 6 shows an example of a bank that deployed approximately 75 percent of its economic capital in business units earning less than the cost of capital.

Of the nine banks that use economic capital, five did not use RAROC at all when evaluating transactions; one used it only for pricing decisions, one for transaction decisions other than pricing, and two for all transaction-related decisions. This is illustrated in Exhibit 7. Generalizing from our sample, relatively few banks seem to have adopted the best practice in transaction evaluation. A lack of consensus on the value of the risk model’s output is often cited as the reason for this situation.
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One bank’s example illustrates how business units can destroy economic value.

Segment-level RAROC\(^1\) %

- ~25% of economic capital was deployed at RAROC of 1.9 times cost of capital on average
- ~75% of economic capital was deployed at only 0.44 times cost of capital on average

Exhibit 6

Some institutions use RAROC for transaction approval and pricing.

Responses from survey respondents, excluding those not using economic capital

Views diverge on the use of RAROC for pricing and approval:

- Consensus tends toward not using RAROC for transaction approval or pricing
- Various approaches have been taken by the minority that uses RAROC for such purposes

Exhibit 7

1 Risk-adjusted return on capital.
2 Return on equity.
3 Risk-weighted assets.
V. SETTING RAROC TARGETS AND HURDLE RATES

The previous section discussed the use of RAROC targets in benchmarking business-unit performance and evaluating transactions. This section discusses how banks should determine these targets.

Comparing RAROC targets and RAROC hurdles

In the context of RAROC, hurdles are sometimes confused with targets. Targets represent the average aspiration for a business unit or activity and may be derived from capital-market expectations. Hurdles are the minimum required to generate economic value. The distinction is illustrated in Exhibit 8.

Exhibit 8

Hurdle rates represent the minimum RAROC that should be achieved by business unit or transaction in order to create economic value.

The absolute nature of a RAROC hurdle can be best understood by way of analogy. Retailers long ago recognized that to stay competitive, they need to charge as low a price as possible for some products—even when these sales do not contribute to fixed cost—while for other products, they can charge healthy margins that allow them to reach overall profit targets. However, for each product, the wholesale purchase price defines an absolute minimum below which the retailer loses money. For example, there is no point in buying watermelons on the wholesale market for $2 and selling them at $1—the supermarket would be better off not selling watermelons at all. The wholesale purchase price therefore defines a hurdle for introducing a product. The RAROC hurdle is similar for banks: below that level, a bank would be better off not doing the deal at all.

Given the complexity of risk modeling and pricing, these fundamental concepts are not easily applied in banking. For instance, among the nine banks in the survey that compute economic capital, only five apply a RAROC hurdle rate. In our view, the best practice is to incorporate the “cost” of risk—as reflected by the cost of holding economic capital against the risk—in a minimum product price. This ensures that over time, revenue not only
covers expected losses but also earns a sufficient return for shareholders. Failure to take this cost into account destroys shareholder value and will eventually cause the share price to fall.

The hurdle rate is generally not affected by growth. This is true because growth does not inherently create value. Indeed, a company that earns less than its cost of capital merely destroys value as fast as it grows. However, transactions that are priced below the hurdle rate can be approved as exceptions when they enable gains elsewhere.

This may be the case when an activity contributes to proprietary knowledge development (for example, if the bank accumulates experience in a new segment through a pilot program) or when losses on a product are more than offset by gains on a complement as discussed in the previous section (for instance, when the overdraft line is the “entry ticket” for highly profitable fee businesses such as international payments). Guidelines should be set and enforced to ensure that complementarities are indeed real and necessary. In any case, the target return on capital for any institution should always exceed the cost of capital.

Granularity of RAROC hurdles

The common approach in setting RAROC hurdles requires that the return on economic capital exceed the cost of capital for the institution. There is a mathematical expression for this rule:

\[
\text{Return} - \text{expected loss} - \text{expenses} \geq \frac{\text{Economic capital}}{\text{Cost of capital}}
\]

The right side of the inequality, the cost of capital, is usually determined according to the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). This paradigm sorts risks into two broad categories: those that can be diversified away and those that the marginal equity holder is unable to diversify away. The latter category is usually called systematic risk, and the parameter that quantifies it is represented by the Greek letter beta (\(\beta\)). Systematic risk drives the price at which the institution can obtain capital from the equity market. This is represented in the well-known CAPM formula:

\[
\text{Cost of capital} = \text{risk-free rate} + \beta \times \text{market-risk premium}
\]

It is well understood that financial risk and its associated losses are transaction-specific and that, as a result, each transaction makes its own contribution to institutional economic capital. However, it is often overlooked that transactions also contribute differently to institutional cost of equity capital, at the margin. After all, an institution’s beta is nothing more than a weighted sum of its divisions’ betas. Hence, in principle, RAROC hurdles can be set according to the following formula:

\[
\frac{\text{Return} - \text{expected loss} - \text{expenses}}{\text{Marginal economic capital}} \geq \text{Marginal cost of capital}
\]

All the variables in this expression are specific to the transaction. While allocation of capital at the level of transactions is thus far unrealistic, it is possible to estimate the cost of capital for each business unit.

For instance, an institution that allocates capital equally between its commercial and investment-banking divisions faces a higher beta than the commercial segment would alone, because the investment bank adds significant systematic risk at the margin. If the institution uses a single hurdle rate that is based on its total systematic risk, the commercial bank may be denied value-creating transactions, and the investment bank may be allowed value-destroying deals.
Survey results suggest that this may be a common issue. Four of the five institutions that impose RAROC hurdles use a single hurdle for all business units, usually the cost of capital of the whole institution. Only one institution imposes different hurdle rates for different businesses; however, these rates are determined informally and not through systematic analysis. One respondent had attempted to use multiple hurdle rates, but could not get business units to agree on appropriate differentials.

The use of multiple hurdles is sometimes complicated by technical issues in the determination of the cost of equity for lines of business. The traditional method of estimating these betas relies on the existence of “pure play” comparables. When such comparables are not readily available, it is necessary to rely on a number of econometric and other techniques. Moreover, companies must undertake careful analysis and use judgment to identify nonsensical estimates that could lead to potentially damaging decisions.

Even when pure-play comparables exist, some discernment is required. For example, in a recent sample of asset-management pure plays, the median beta was around 1.1, while a similar retail-banking sample had a higher median, 1.3; however, about 30 percent of the pure-play asset-management companies had a beta above 1.3.

Furthermore, betas can vary significantly from one line of business to the next within the same institution. In extreme cases, the betas of riskier business units can be twice as high as the betas of safer ones. Exhibit 9 presents an example of the differences that can arise when the cost of equity is derived from a number of methods for various lines of business. For a universal bank with a wide range of businesses, the difference between the lowest and highest cost of capital can easily be 4 to 5 percentage points, large enough to affect strategic decisions to grow, shrink, or divest a business.

**Exhibit 9**

**Typical cost of equity of various banking activities (based on equity beta/CAPM).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Less systematic risk</th>
<th>More systematic risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retail lending</td>
<td>Advisory/finance for mergers and acquisitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private banking</td>
<td>Corporate lending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgages</td>
<td>Credit cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset management</td>
<td>Proprietary trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate lending</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit cards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proprietary trading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Granular hurdle rates and economic-capital requirements are not double counted

When an institution applies specific hurdles, some business units are inevitably charged an above-average cost of equity. An argument that is often proffered in opposition to this practice is that this higher hurdle constitutes a “double penalty” because economic capital already penalizes a business for higher risk. This is not the case; the two metrics measure fundamentally different things, economic risk and systematic risk, and they do not have to be correlated.

Economic risk refers to the probability of default from extreme (“tail”) losses. Creditors and depositors require a certain level of capital to absorb losses and thus reduce the risk of default. Equity holders, in contrast, are
concerned with overall earnings volatility and require a return that compensates them for systematic risk or the correlation with the overall equity markets. Exhibit 10 schematizes these two concepts of risk.

Exhibit 10
There are differences between economic capital and beta as two measures of risk.

There are differences between economic capital and beta as two measures of risk. Equity holders care about the correlation between volatility and market across the whole distribution; this aspect of risk is measured by beta. Creditors care about tail events (ie, default risk); this aspect of risk is measured by value at risk and economic capital.

Therefore, economic capital and betas measure different types of uncertainty and are not necessarily correlated. For instance, assets with both high beta and high economic capital might include leveraged portfolios of US stocks, while activities that are low in both would include holding (increasingly elusive) AAA-rated government debt. However, assets with high economic capital but low beta would include portfolios of catastrophe bonds providing hurricane insurance, while assets with low economic capital but high beta would include trade-finance operations with hedged credit exposure (as they generate highly volatile profits but pose only limited loss risks).

VI. LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Economic capital–based decision making is currently experiencing a revival in banking. A large number of institutions are either developing new frameworks or improving the sophistication of existing ones. Although most of these models are used to allocate capital, some banks also use RAROC as a performance indicator for their business units. And a few institutions use RAROC for the pricing and evaluation of some transactions.

However, as banks overcome technical limitations and face the persistent reality of scarce and expensive capital, RAROC is bound to play an even more central role in decision making. A small but growing number of banks already rely on economic capital for detailed performance and transaction evaluations. This trend will accelerate as institutional consensus builds around the need to hold capital against economic risks while at the same time earning returns commensurate with these risks.
Financial institutions now have the impetus to develop a refined set of RAROC hurdles that reflects the contribution of each activity to overall risk more specifically and precisely. This development process involves considerable learning, requires several iterations, and combines hard analytics with “softer” and more informal business knowledge and experience. However, it ultimately delivers a reliable compass that points away from the dangerous currents that have cost some dearly in the recent crisis. The renaissance of risk-capital models is, therefore, both timely and warranted.

Tobias Baer is a senior expert in the Taipei office. Amit Mehta is a consultant in the New York office, where Hamid Samandari is a director.
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